Mazatec. After Longacre (1955 Longacre ( , 1957 ) reconstructed proto-Mixtecan, things took off: proto-128 8 Eastern Otomanguean plus Huave, the latter of which is no longer widely considered to be 139 related to Otomanguean). Other works contributed to the reconstruction of proto-Otomanguean 140 kinship terminology (Harvey 1963; Merrifield 1981 ) and the kinship system in the abstract 141 (Casasa García 1979) . 142
Rensch's comparative Otomanguean phonology 143
Rensch (1966, 1976 ) modified the major subgroup reconstructions listed above, excluding 144
Swadesh's proto-Zapotec (1947), and reconstructed final syllables of 427 proto-Otomanguean 145 forms. He did not include Subtiaba or Mè'phàà, which had been excluded from most 146
Otomanguean discussion following Sapir's (1925a Sapir's ( , 1925b 
influential classification of 147
Subtiaba as Hokan-a relation now only possible if much more remote (see §5). Rensch 148 reconstructs proto-Otomanguean phonology and devotes chapters to developments within each 149 of the seven included major subgroups. His appendix includes his 427 cognate sets, which 150 consist mostly of his reworking of the major subgroup reconstructions listed in §2.3.1 and the 151 primary data that they are based on. While many of his sets or reconstructions (with superscript 152 numerals representing tone), such as **(h)kʷen 'mountain' (Set 167) and **(n)(h)kʷe(h)(n) 3 
153
'straw mat' (Set 181), might appear phonologically and/or semantically loose, his work 154 received considerable praise from other Otomangueanists (Longacre 1977: 122; Suárez 1980; 155 Kaufman 1983: 38) . Rensch (1977a) subsequently added Mè'phàà-Subtiaba as an eighth major 156 subgroup and traced its historical phonology from proto-Otomanguean, which was revised but9 major gap in Rensch's work, and in Otomanguean historical linguistics of the time, was the 164 lack of evidence from comparative morphology. 165
While Suárez (1979) Chatino languages, they are weak in Mixtecan (Longacre 1957: 30) and Mè'phàà (Suárez 1979 : 275 372). Cross-family vowel nasality correspondences are likewise weak, and this has inspired 276 proposals of post-vocalic nasal consonants, and not nasal vowels, in proto-Otomanguean 277 (Rensch 1976: 38; Kaufman 1983) . 278
Most Otomanguean languages lack rhythmic stress, but prosodic prominence falls on either 279 final or penultimate syllables of stems, with most roots being historically bisyllabic. Kaufman 280 (1983: 61) says that Zapotec, Mixtec and Cuicatec "shifted stress to the first syllable of stems." 281
In Mixtec, the greatest degree of phonological contrast occurs in final syllables (Longacre 282 1957: 113), which probably reflects the earlier position of prominence. In Trique and Amuzgo, 283 prominence falls on final syllables (Josserand 1983: 140) , suggesting that that was the proto14 only in final syllables (Suárez 1983 Otomanguean were perhaps up to four-syllable words or stems with clitic(s). The weight of 292 evidence thus suggests that proto-Otomanguean had final-syllable prominence: fewer changes 293 are implied than in the reverse direction, and nobody has suggested any explanation for 294 prominence shifts onto final syllables as Kaufman has proposed for the reverse. 295
Otomanguean languages have head-initial syntax and predominantly head-marking 296 morphology. Verbs may consist of multiple phonological words but tend to have a fairly fixed 297 templatic structure and consist minimally of a root with some aspect or mood inflection. 298
Kaufman's (1988) reconstructed proto-Otomanguean (pre-)verbal template is shown in Figure  299 2. The preverbal slots may be prefixes, proclitics or particles, depending on the language. Otomangueans and non-Otomangueans. In one case, a toponym provides some evidence: since 386 the Mangues "were also known as Chorotegas (Nawa /cholol-te:ka-h/ 'people from /cholol-387 la:n/'; /cholol-la:n/ is Cholula) it seems feasible to locate the Mang with Huave (Swadesh 1960 (Swadesh , 1964a (Swadesh , 1964b . Rensch (1977b: 164) 
